
Worlding 808: Game Design, Fantasy & SF Writing for Worlds in Which Many Worlds Fit 

July 15 – September 20, 2019 — 100% Online Course — Asynchronous 

  
  Image A: from Etrian Odyssey V by Square Enix                Image B: Multiverse by Jaime Salcido & EAGLE Project (collaboration) 

 

Instructor: Cody Lestelle     @m4dpr0f on Twitch & Twitter 

                     a.k.a. Jeruviel Stardust & the Mad Professor 

Instructor contact: agilexps@gmail.com or +1 (707) 684-2723 

Course website: https://worlding808.wordpress.com/  

Class forum: http://worlding808.forumotion.me/  

Course description: Worlding 808 teaches advanced storytelling 

methods for effective creation of, & engagement with, imaginary 

worlds to affect the real world(s) around us. This course will be of 

particular interest to aspiring or established writers interested in 

collaborative & playful writing technologies, teachers looking to 

expand their toolsets to include augmented reality & virtual worlds 

as writing technology, & game designers interested in the arts & 

sciences of world creation. Course begins with adapted analog 

world creation games & relevant educational & theoretical works 

& progresses to teach augmented reality & virtual worlds. Join 

from anywhere on Earth or beyond, signup at agilexps.com/signup. 

Course expectations: This course is offered by the Academy for 

Gameful & Immersive Learning Experiences (agilexps.com) for 

purposes of personal & professional improvement of individuals & 

the craft in a general sense. Participants are not graded but are 

expected to invest a minimum of five hours per week to engaging 

the course materials and contributing to the forum. Additionally, all 

communications should be in a mode of mutual support, openness 

to learning, generous critique, & self-improvement. 

Course as a game: In lieu of grades and credits toward a degree 

as with a conventional university, this course is structured as a 

game that offers one or more Open Badges as a reward or 

credential upon completion. Everyone begins with 0 points and 

gains 1 point per original forum post or reply.  An additional 10 

points are granted for final projects. A minimum of 50 points are 

required to gain the AGILE Worlding Badge from this course. 

Additional  badges may be created & attained by arrangement.

https://atlus.com/etrian5/
https://www.dur.ac.uk/research/directory/staff/?mode=staff&id=13153
http://icc.dur.ac.uk/Eagle/
https://gcas.ie/cody-lestelle
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https://twitter.com/m4dpr0f
mailto:agilexps@gmail.com
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/
https://www.agilexps.com/signup
https://openbadges.org/


AN INVITATION TO EPIC MUTAL CAPACITATION & 
MEANING — NOTES ON MY “PEDAGOGY” 

 
I am about learning for the sake of learning, the very 

pleasure of it while also knowing and holding myself and others 
accountable to the fact that we are presently in a very high stakes 
world that is currently experiencing mass extinction due to how 
“humans” have chosen to organize and conduct them/ourselves. I 
see it as my duty as instructor/facilitator and the duty of each and 
every participant in the seminars I facilitate to take ourselves and 
our individual and collective callings and dreams, whatever they 
may be, very seriously. I also believe it is extremely important to 
hold space for (re)generative play.  

 
I attempt to the best of my ability and the context that we 

come together under, to facilitate making space for optimal mutual 
capacitation. In other words, my primary goal is to help us all along 
in becoming the best possible people we can become in the 
encounters we experience together. I put “pedagogy” in quotes like 
that because it is a frequently used term in academia with few 
people acknowledging the connection of the term to slavery by way 
of pedagogy’s etymological relation to pedagogue:  

 
pedagogue (n.)  
late 14c., "schoolmaster, teacher," from Old French 
pedagoge "teacher of children" (14c.), from Latin 
paedagogus, from Greek paidagogos "slave who escorts 
boys to school and generally supervises them," later "a 
teacher," from pais (genitive paidos) "child" (see pedo-) + 
agogos "leader," from agein "to lead" (from PIE root *ag- "to 
drive, draw out or forth, move"). Hostile implications in the 
word are from at least the time of Pepys (1650s). Related: 
Pedagogal.  
     [Source: https://www.etymonline.com/word/pedagogue]   

 

In short, I don’t have a “pedagogy” because I don’t believe it 

wise to limit the horizons of our collective organization of learning 

to vocabulary rooted in slavery. I do believe we all have capacity to 

teach & learn, that learning happens everywhere, all the time, and 

that there are various methods that work better and worse to 

accomplish certain goals in certain contexts for certain people. I 

embrace exploration and hereby invite you to an epic adventure in 

learning. 

Course Schedule, Topics, Missions & Materials: 

The following schedule is open to negotiation and change by the 

instructor and participants. As stated above, my aim is to co-create 

experiences where we help each other to become our best possible 

selves. As I acknowledge that I come to this course with limited 

knowledge and each participant comes with a wealth of knowledge 

and wisdom of their own, I have crafted this syllabus as an open 

and negotiable contract of collaborative learning rather than as an 

inflexible roadmap that we must follow without straying. Please 

post any suggested changes to the forum at  

http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=4&mode=reply. 

Individual readings and other media are welcome but if you have 

many suggested changes I welcome a version of the syllabus with 

your comments posted throughout. 

Final Projects:  

In addition to regular forum posts, participants of the Worlding 808 

course are also expected to complete and share a final project of 

your choice. Final projects can be individual or collaborative. We 

may decide to do one major final project where the entire class 

collaborates on refining a single product or we may end up with 

two or more groups and one or more individuals. We will come up 

with a rubric for evaluating our final projects together in the latter 

end of the course. The main goal of the final project is to produce, 

using your choice of medium/media, an interface for public 

engagements with your world. This could be a novella, an online 

comic strip, a short film, a video game or any other artifact that 

allows people to experience your world. For those wanting to 

create a video game we might explore Unity and/or Unreal Engine 

for a collective project. Beginning session 10 there is an 

assignment to post final project ideas, but you can get started any 

time at http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-

discussion#6 .  Also consider posting programs and tech to 

http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t6-worlding-technologies#7

https://www.etymonline.com/word/pedagogue
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=4&mode=reply
https://unity.com/
https://www.unrealengine.com/en-US/
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t6-worlding-technologies#7


 

Course Schedule Version 1.0 / July 1st, 2019  Subject to modification by instructor and students throughout the course 

# Date Topics Materials & Missions 
 

Part I – Introduction to the Alchemy of Games & Worlding 
 

1 July 15th    ☆Course 
introduction 
 

☆Introduction 
to fantasy & SF 
writing & 
worlding 

Readings: 
1) Three Initiates. (1908). The Kyballion. Yoge Books. Available at 

http://www.yogebooks.com/english/atkinson/1908kybalion.pdf  
2) Molinsky, Eric. (2015). Origins Stories. Imaginary Worlds. 

https://soundcloud.com/emolinsky/origin-stories  
3) Gaming can make a better world | Jane McGonigal. (Mar 17, 2010). Available at 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dE1DuBesGYM (20:31) 
4) Michael Moorcock Discusses the Multiverse & the Eternal Champions. (Jan 22, 2015). At 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9X8Ovp_ZfoU (3:15) 
5) Ruggill, Judd Ethan, & Ken S. McAllister. Alchemy, in Gaming Matters : Art, Science, Magic, & 

the Computer Game Medium. Available at 
https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/gaming-matters-ch7.pdf  

6) Octavia's Brood: Science Fiction Stories from Social Justice Movements. (Jun 20, 2013). At 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZ1B_BEsYuw (4:33) 

7) Lestelle, Cody. (2015). “Playing to LIVE, Not Living to Pay: Abolishing/Decolonizing Education & 
Cultivating (Under)Commons [Preliminary Notes v1.0]”. Available at 
https://codylestelle.wordpress.com/2016/01/20/playingtolivezine1/  

Missions: 
#1-3 DUE JULY 14th; #4 DUE JULY 17th; #5 DUE JULY 18th 
1) Create your character & post to forum (see handout).  

http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=1&mode=reply  
2) Choose one of the following three options as your home domain for this course 

A) Create a new blog dedicated to hosting your world’s development: 
   (Wordpress) https://www.wikihow.com/Start-a-Blog#Creating_a_Blog_in_WordPress_sub 
   (Blogger) https://www.wikihow.com/Start-a-Blog#Creating_a_Blog_in_Blogger_sub  
B) Dedicate a new category or tag on your own existing blog to this course; OR  
C) Create a new topic on the class forum with your new domain name as the title: 
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?f=1&mode=newtopic  

3) Make a post with the relevant information from your choice above to the “List of participant 
worlding blogs, threads, websites” at http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=2&mode=reply 

4) Post an original reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or 
more of this session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain 

5) Respond to one or more of your classmate’s original replies 
 

http://www.yogebooks.com/english/atkinson/1908kybalion.pdf
https://soundcloud.com/emolinsky/origin-stories
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dE1DuBesGYM
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lZ1B_BEsYuw
https://codylestelle.wordpress.com/2016/01/20/playingtolivezine1/
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=1&mode=reply
https://www.wikihow.com/Start-a-Blog#Creating_a_Blog_in_WordPress_sub
https://www.wikihow.com/Start-a-Blog#Creating_a_Blog_in_Blogger_sub
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?f=1&mode=newtopic
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=2&mode=reply


2 July 19th   ☆Games & 
stories as 
organizing 
apparatus/ 
structure 
 

☆Introduction 
to Indigenous & 
Hawaiian 
teaching 
philosophy & 
games 
 

☆Civilization, 
Education & 
Reality 

Readings: 
1) Bushnell, J., Tomhave, J., & Prather, T. (2017). “How do you say watermelon?” Transmotion, 

3(2), (45-69). At https://journals.kent.ac.uk/index.php/transmotion/article/view/251 (24 pgs) 
2) Charlot, John. (2005). Classical Hawaiian Education. Pages xxiii-xxxi, 1-47, & page 190. At 

http://www2.hawaii.edu/~charlot/BOOKS/CHE%20post/che.pdf  
3) AbdelRahim, L. (2014). Introduction, in Children's literature, domestication, & social 

foundation : narratives of civilization & wilderness. 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/abdelrahim/ (27 pgs) 

4) Leguin, Ursula. (1974). Why are Americans Afraid of Dragons? 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/05/21/dragons/ (5 pgs) 

5) Bowers, C. A. Rethinking Technology: What Educational Institutions Can Do, in Let Them Eat 
Data : How Computers Affect Education, Cultural Diversity, & the Prospects of Ecological 
Sustainability. Athens: University of Georgia Press, 2000. (pp177-195). 
https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/let-them-eat-data-10.pdf  

6) Sheldon, Lee. The Multiplayer Classroom : Designing Coursework as a Game. Prima Tech's 
Game Development. Boston, MA: Course Technology/Cengage Learning, 2012. Intro+Levels 1-4 
(48). https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/19/multiplay/  

7) Re-read as closely as possible materials from session 1 
Missions: 
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

 
3 July 22nd  ☆World 

Creation 
 

☆Dawn of 
Worlds—Land 
round 1/2 

Readings: 
➔ Please read at least items #1-3 plus your choice of at least 3 others. If there is a creation story 

from your own culture(s) or tradition(s) that is not included here, please feel free to draw upon 
& share that in your post for this session. 

 
1) Thomas King, Stories. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/19/king/  
2) Dawn of Worlds: A cooperative system for creating fantasy worlds. 

http://www.clanwebsite.org/games/rpg/Dawn_of_Worlds_game_1_0Final.pdf OR 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/28/dow/  

3) Walton, Jo. Religious Science Fiction. (Jan 21, 2011). At 
https://www.tor.com/2011/01/21/religious-science-fiction/  

4) Haudenosaunee Creation Story. www.mbq-
tmt.org/assets/Wellbeing/FamHealthChildDev/HBHCnews-creationthestory.pdf 

5) Book of Genesis. Available at https://www.biblica.com/bible/niv/genesis/1/  
6) Kumulipo. Available at https://blogs.ksbe.edu/adakina/files/2008/02/kumulipo-text.pdf or 

http://www.sacred-texts.com/pac/lku/ or 
https://www.globalgreyebooks.com/content/books/ebooks/kumulipo.pdf  

7) Ages of Man. Available at https://www.greek-gods.org/mythology/five-ages-of-man.php or 
http://www.john-uebersax.com/pdf/Hesiod-Ages-of-Man-tr-Cooke.pdf  
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8) Yuga. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yuga  
9) The Rig Veda. Available at http://www.vidyavrikshah.org/THERIGVEDA.pdf  
10) Serer Creation Story. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Serer_creation_myth  
11) Weiwei Yao. 2011. Pangu & Ancient China. 

https://scholar.valpo.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1002&context=core_reader  
12) Creation Story of the Maya. https://maya.nmai.si.edu/the-maya/creation-story-maya  
13) Evans-Wentz, W. Y. The Fairy-Faith in Celtic Countries. 2011. Available at 

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/34853#download or 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/fairyfaith/ 

14) The Secret of Dreaming a Tale from Indigenous Australia. Available at 
https://yggdrasildistro.wordpress.com/zines-literature/  

Missions: 
1) Play Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your turn to play, 

post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
3) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

4 July 26th   ☆When Worlds 
Collide/ 
Collude/ 
Collaborate 
 

☆Dawn of 
Worlds—Land 
round 2/2 
 

Readings: 
1) Nalo Hopkinson, Nnedi Okorafor & Jewelle Gomez, Black Comix at SF Library. (Jan 18, 2016), At 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WTDLh6Wb55U (42:32) 
2) Moorcock 1978 – Epic Pooh (in Arena 2 – Anarchists in Fiction, 2011). At 

https://tinyurl.com/epicpooh1978  (14 pgs)   
3) Carnes, Mark C. “The Strange World Outside the Box”, Chapter 11 of Minds on Fire : How Role-

immersion Games Transform College. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 
2014. https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/05/minds-on-fire-14.pdf  

4) Federici, Silvia. (2007). “Education & the Enclosure of Knowledge in the Global University”. 
ACME: An International Journal for Critical Geographies 8 (3), 454-61. https://acme-
journal.org/index.php/acme/article/view/843.  

5) Never Alone excerpt from Haraway, Donna Jeanne. Staying with the Trouble : Making Kin in the 
Chthulucene. Experimental Futures. Durham: Duke University Press, 2016. Pp 86-89. Available 
at https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/haraway/  

6) Davidson, Carl. (1967). The New Radicals in the Multiversity. https://libcom.org/files/the-new-
radicals-carl-davidson.pdf  

Missions: 
1) Play Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your turn to play, 

post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
3) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 
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Part II – Growing Peoples & Sustaining Relations Among Many Worlds 

 
5 July 29th  ☆Peoples I 

 

☆Dawn of 
Worlds—
Peoples round 
1/2 

Readings: 
1) Hara, Gina. Your Place or Minecraft? http://yourplaceorminecraft.com/  
2) Corntassel, Jeff. "Who Is Indigenous? ‘Peoplehood’ & Ethnonationalist Approaches to 

Rearticulating Indigenous Identity." Nationalism & Ethnic Politics 9, no. 1 (2003): 75-100. 
http://www.corntassel.net/WhoisIndigenous.pdf 

3) Simpson, Leanne. Land as pedagogy: Nishnaabeg intelligence & rebellious transformation. 
Decolonization: Indigeneity, Education & Society Vol. 3, No. 3, 2014, pp. 1-25. 
http://whereareyouquetzalcoatl.com/mesofigurineproject/EthnicAndIndigenousStudiesArticles/Si
mpson2014.pdf  

4) Re-visit your choice of creation story/stories from session 3 & do any additional independent 
research/writing in preparation for your actions in Dawn of Worlds 

 
Missions: 
1) Play Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your turn to play, 

post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
3) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

6 August 2nd    ☆Peoples II Readings: 
1) Zapatista Little School Textbooks. Available at https://ausm.community/escuelita/  
2) Abdullah Ocalan. Democratic Confederalism. http://www.freeocalan.org/wp-

content/uploads/2012/09/Ocalan-Democratic-Confederalism.pdf  
3) Goodyear-Kaʻōpua, Noelani. “Reproducing the Ropes of Resistance” in Kanaka ʻŌiwi 

Methodologies: Moʻolelo and Metaphor. University of Hawaii Press, 2015. 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/goodyear/  

 
Missions: 
1) Play Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your turn to play, 

post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
3) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

 
7 August 5th  ☆Relations I Readings: 

1) LaPensée, E. (2017). Relationality in Indigenous Food & Medicine Games. Resilience: A Journal 
of the Environmental Humanities, 4(2), 191-200. 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/relationality/  

http://yourplaceorminecraft.com/
http://www.corntassel.net/WhoisIndigenous.pdf
http://whereareyouquetzalcoatl.com/mesofigurineproject/EthnicAndIndigenousStudiesArticles/Simpson2014.pdf
http://whereareyouquetzalcoatl.com/mesofigurineproject/EthnicAndIndigenousStudiesArticles/Simpson2014.pdf
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply
https://ausm.community/escuelita/
http://www.freeocalan.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Ocalan-Democratic-Confederalism.pdf
http://www.freeocalan.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/Ocalan-Democratic-Confederalism.pdf
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/goodyear/
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/relationality/


2) Anthropy, Anna. Rise of the Videogame Zinesters : How Freaks, Normals, Amateurs, Artists, 
Dreamers, Dropouts, Queers, Housewives, and People like You Are Taking Back an Art Form. 
Seven Stories Press 1st ed. New York: Seven Stories Press, 2012. (selections) 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/anthropy/  

3) Alison Harvey. 2014. "Twine’s revolution: Democratization, depoliticization, & the queering of 
game design". GAME - The Italian Journal of Game Studies. Issue 03, Vol. 1, 2014. 
https://www.gamejournal.it/wp-
content/uploads/2014/04/GAME_3_Subcultures_Journal_Harvey.pdf  

 
Missions: 
1) Play Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your turn to play, 

post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
3) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

8 August 9th  ☆Relations II Readings: 
1) Worldbuilding: the Master Guide (with Template). https://blog.reedsy.com/worldbuilding-guide/  

(read post & watch the embedded video) 
2) The Ultimate Worldbuilding Template. 2018. From blog.reedsy.com. Available at 

https://d2ybmm5cpznb3i.cloudfront.net/wp-
content/uploads/2018/08/worldbuilding_template_v2.pdf OR 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/28/worldbuilding/  

 
Missions: 
1) Play final rounds of Dawn of Worlds over Forum by following posted instructions. When it is your 

turn to play, post your actions to http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply   
2) Complete The Ultimate Worldbuilding Template. You may choose to focus your responses to 

address the world we have created collectively through playing Dawn of Worlds or you can focus 
on a completely separate world, perhaps the world that your God(ess) character from Dawn of 
Worlds originally comes from or something else entirely. 

3) Create a brochure or gazetteer for the world you chose to focus on in mission #2 for this 
session. Post to course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 

4) Respond to one or more replies from your classmates. Due day before next session. 
 

Part III – Abolitionism & Making Kin with the Machines 
 

9 August 12th  ☆Introduction 
to insurrection 
in the age of AI 
 

☆Abolition I 

Readings: 
1) Jason Edward Lewis, Noelani Arista, Archer Pechawis, & Suzanne Kite. (2018). Making Kin With 

the Machines. Available at https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/lewis-arista-pechawis-kite  
2) jomo206. (2014). Alienation & Death: The poetry & brief life of Foxconn worker Xu Lizhi. 

Available at https://blackorchidcollective.wordpress.com/2014/11/04/xulizhi_poetry/ 

https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/07/02/anthropy/
https://www.gamejournal.it/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/GAME_3_Subcultures_Journal_Harvey.pdf
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http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply
https://blog.reedsy.com/worldbuilding-guide/
https://d2ybmm5cpznb3i.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/worldbuilding_template_v2.pdf
https://d2ybmm5cpznb3i.cloudfront.net/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/worldbuilding_template_v2.pdf
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/28/worldbuilding/
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/post?t=3&mode=reply
https://jods.mitpress.mit.edu/pub/lewis-arista-pechawis-kite
https://blackorchidcollective.wordpress.com/2014/11/04/xulizhi_poetry/


3) The Second Renaissance: Parts I & II. From The Animatrix. YouTube, Cyberpunked (2016). 
Pt I: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0K6Cb1ZoG4 
Pt II: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNiO2sTe2wo 

4) Rediker, Marcus. “The African Origins of the Amistad Rebellion, 1839.(Essay).” International 
Review of Social History 58 (2013): 15-34. Available at 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/rediker/  

5) Qiu, Jack Linchuan, & Qiu, J.L. Goodbye iSlave: A Manifesto for Digital Abolition. University of 
Illinois Press, 2016. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/  

6) Jeracraft. October 20, 2017. World Painter TUTORIAL - How To Create Custom Minecraft Maps! 
(15:19). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6dULt6oEn0  

Missions: 
1) Download and install World Painter (https://www.worldpainter.net/)  
2) Use the skills taught in the World Painter tutorial (#6 above) to adapt either your own world or 

the shared world we created through Dawn of Worlds to a playable Minecraft world. When 
finished send the exported world via Google Drive, Dropbox, or your chosen alternative to 
agilexps@gmail.com so I can upload it the AGILE Multiversity Minecraft server and we can 
playtest the map together there. Depending on how the class wants to focus our energies we 
may spend more or less time exploring collaborative writing in the Minecraft realm. Maps 
created on the World Painter can also be later adapted to Unity and Unreal. Due August 15th 

3) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 
session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 

4) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 
10 August 16th  ☆Abolition II Readings: 

1) Federici, Silvia. 1998. “The Great Caliban: the Struggle Against the Rebel Body” in Caliban and 
the Witch: Women, the Body, and Primitive Accumulation. Autonomedia. Pp 133 – 162. Available 
at https://libcom.org/files/Caliban%20and%20the%20Witch.pdf  

2) Saran, S and Madhulika Srikumar. 16 Apr 2018. AI has a gender problem. Here’s what to do 
about it. https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/04/ai-has-a-gender-problem-heres-what-to-do-
about-it/  

3) TEDx Talks. 20 Feb 2016. Cyborgs: A Personal Story | Kevin Warwick | TEDxCoventryUniversity. 
(21:39). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUd4qv2Qr0A  

4) Abolition Now! (choose one or more sections). http://criticalresistance.org/wp-
content/uploads/2012/06/Critical-Resistance-Abolition-Now-Ten-Years-of-Strategy-and-Struggle-
against-the-Prison-Industrial-Complex.pdf  

5) Qiu, Jack Linchuan, & Qiu, J.L. Goodbye iSlave: A Manifesto for Digital Abolition. University of 
Illinois Press, 2016. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/ 
 

Missions: 
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L0K6Cb1ZoG4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jNiO2sTe2wo
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/rediker/
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c6dULt6oEn0
https://www.worldpainter.net/
mailto:agilexps@gmail.com
https://www.planetminecraft.com/server/agile-multiversity/
https://libcom.org/files/Caliban%20and%20the%20Witch.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/04/ai-has-a-gender-problem-heres-what-to-do-about-it/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2018/04/ai-has-a-gender-problem-heres-what-to-do-about-it/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LUd4qv2Qr0A
http://criticalresistance.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Critical-Resistance-Abolition-Now-Ten-Years-of-Strategy-and-Struggle-against-the-Prison-Industrial-Complex.pdf
http://criticalresistance.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Critical-Resistance-Abolition-Now-Ten-Years-of-Strategy-and-Struggle-against-the-Prison-Industrial-Complex.pdf
http://criticalresistance.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Critical-Resistance-Abolition-Now-Ten-Years-of-Strategy-and-Struggle-against-the-Prison-Industrial-Complex.pdf
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/


3) Post an initial idea for your final project at http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-
discussion#6 Due before tomorrow’s end. 

11 August 19th  ☆Abolition III Readings: 
1) Qiu, Jack Linchuan, & Qiu, J.L. Goodbye iSlave: A Manifesto for Digital Abolition. University of 

Illinois Press, 2016. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/ 
2) Technology and the Soul of Our Future | Konda Mason, Orland Bishop, William Dyson. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKcRDHT-7Qc&list=PL5kRdSV9ccDkW4EVjg8NVk-
mVfw4sKnz7&index=30  

3) Design Feeling: Empathy in the Age of AI | Danielle Krettek. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnAVmnxvvcQ  

4) Your choice of novel, film, graphic novel, video game or other media featuring futures where 
there are close collaborations and ties of kinship between humans and machines 
 

Missions:  
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 
3) Respond to one or more of your classmate’s initial final project ideas at 

http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6. Due day before next session. 
12 August 23rd  ☆Abolition IV Readings: 

1) Qiu, Jack Linchuan, & Qiu, J.L. Goodbye iSlave: A Manifesto for Digital Abolition. University of 
Illinois Press, 2016. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/ 

2) Isaac Arthur. 30 Nov 2017. Machine Rebellion. (32:17). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHd22kMa0_w  

3) 40K Theories. 12 Mar 2019. What Caused The Cybernetic Revolt? - 40K Theories. (14:47). 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBuMM_6PGC4  

4) Horizon Zero Dawn (Synopsis). Wikipedia. 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizon_Zero_Dawn#Synopsis  

5) Gamer’s Little Playground. 27 Feb 2017. Horizon Zero Dawn All Cutscenes (Game Movie) PS4 
PRO 1080p. (5:50:22) https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeN-icSgvG0 [review as desired] 
 

Missions:  
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 
 

 
Part IV – On Unity & Space: Intergalactic Insurrections, Peaces & Wars 

 

13 August 26th ☆Unity & Space 
I 

Readings: 

http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKcRDHT-7Qc&list=PL5kRdSV9ccDkW4EVjg8NVk-mVfw4sKnz7&index=30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tKcRDHT-7Qc&list=PL5kRdSV9ccDkW4EVjg8NVk-mVfw4sKnz7&index=30
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UnAVmnxvvcQ
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t5-final-projects-discussion#6
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/goodbyeislave/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jHd22kMa0_w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dBuMM_6PGC4
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Horizon_Zero_Dawn#Synopsis
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zeN-icSgvG0


1) FUTURESTATES | The 6th World | Episode | ITVS. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f4Jm0y_iLk  

2) Cornum, Lou. (January 26, 2015). The Space NDN’s Star Map. https://thenewinquiry.com/the-
space-ndns-star-map/ 

3) Izharuddin, Alicia. (January 29, 2015). Islamic Astropolitik. https://thenewinquiry.com/islamic-
astropolitik/  

4) Enos, Solomon & Meredith Desha. 2009. Polyfantastica. http://www.solomonenos.com/vii & 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/polyfantastica/  

5) Bogost, Ian. How to Do Things with Videogames. Electronic Mediations ; 38. Minneapolis: 
University of Minnesota Press, 2011. https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/bogost/  

Missions:  
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

I4 August 30th  ☆ Unity & 
Space II 

Readings: 
1) EverydayMasters. "The Volunteers" Legends of the 21st century Humans. June 29, 2017. (8:12). 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyIkyAo1U7I  
2) EverydayMasters. January 11, 2018. The Ultimate Virtual Reality Experience/ Instructions not 

included :). (4:55). https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kD-kAw7gc4  
3) Friedman, Louis. "Future Tense: Becoming a Multi-Planet Species." Communications of the ACM 

59, no. 5 (2016): 136-Ff. https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/friedman2016.pdf  
4) Lestelle, Cody. 2017. “Some Current Terrains & Horizons” section from Intergalactic War of the 

Many-Headed Hydras, Chthonic vs. Capitalist: A Gameful Approach to Shattering the World 
Eating World. Pp 20-25. https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/iwmhh2.2.pdf   

5) LaPensée, Elizabeth. They Come for Water. http://survivance.org/theycomeforwater.pdf 
 
Missions:  
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session.   

 
Part V – Final Acts 

 
15 September 2nd ☆Determining 

(y)our final acts 

Readings: 
1) Balkin, J. M., and Noveck, Beth Simone. The State of Play Law, Games, and Virtual Worlds. Ex 

Machina. New York: New York University Press, 2006. 
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/29/stateofplay/  

Missions: 
1) Post a reply with your ideas, thoughts, provocations or questions regarding one or more of this 

session’s readings to the course forum or in your home domain. Due before tomorrow’s end. 
2) Respond to one or more original reply from your classmates. Due day before next session. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7f4Jm0y_iLk
https://thenewinquiry.com/the-space-ndns-star-map/
https://thenewinquiry.com/the-space-ndns-star-map/
https://thenewinquiry.com/islamic-astropolitik/
https://thenewinquiry.com/islamic-astropolitik/
http://www.solomonenos.com/vii
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/polyfantastica/
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/23/bogost/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qyIkyAo1U7I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4kD-kAw7gc4
https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/friedman2016.pdf
https://worlding808.files.wordpress.com/2019/06/iwmhh2.2.pdf
http://survivance.org/theycomeforwater.pdf
https://worlding808.wordpress.com/2019/06/29/stateofplay/


3) Individually or as a group, send your project schedule for sessions 16-20 to instructor at 
agilexps@gmail.com. Your project schedule does not need to end with a completed final product 
by session 20 if you have a longer term project that you have decided to commit to, but by 
session 20 each individual and/or group must make a final presentation post to the forum to 
showcase their project. For those with inspiring long term projects who have made enough 
headway to-date, your final project might be a Kickstarter campaign launch, for example. 
Schedule due before tomorrow’s end. Final presentation post due September 20. 

16 September 6th ☆Final Acts I Schedule to be determined according to assignment from session 15 

17 September 9th ☆Final Acts II Schedule to be determined according to assignment from session 15 

18 September 13th ☆Final Acts III Schedule to be determined according to assignment from session 15 

19 September 16th ☆Final Acts IV Schedule to be determined according to assignment from session 15 

20 September 20th ☆Final Acts V Final presentation posts due September 20. Response posts due within 24 hours. 

 

 

Thoughts on the organization or materials of this syllabus? Please share at http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t4-course-materials 

mailto:agilexps@gmail.com
http://worlding808.forumotion.me/t4-course-materials

